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A new approximate expression for the potential distribution around an absorbing particle in
isotropic collisionless plasma is proposed. The approximate expression is given by the sum of the
Debye-H€
uckel potential with an effective screening length and the far-field asymptote obtained
from the solution of the linearized Poisson equation. In contrast to analogous models, the effective
screening length is not fixed but depends on the distance from the particle. This allows us to obtain
a more accurate approximation for the potential distribution in the entire range of distances. The
dependence of the screening length on the distance is predicted from the analysis of the charge
density distribution function. This dependence contains two adjustable parameters, which are calculated by applying the procedure based on charge balance considerations. Using the obtained
results, simple expressions for the parameters of the model are proposed. In addition, a simple
expression for the characteristic screening length, which can be used to approximate the potential
distribution near the particle, is obtained. The developed model potential is shown to be in excellent agreement with the solution of the nonlinear Poisson equation for typical conditions used in
C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.
experiments with complex plasmas. V
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4921249]

I. INTRODUCTION

Screening of a charged particle immersed in plasma is one
of the classical problems in plasma physics. It has received
renewed attention recently in view of its significance for understanding properties of complex (dusty) plasma—weakly ionized gas containing micron-sized particles as an additional
component.1–4 During the last decades, complex plasma has
been recognized as a suitable model for studying basic phenomena in strongly coupled systems.5–7 This feature of complex plasmas has given rise to extensive theoretical studies and
experimental research including both ground-based and microgravity experiments.8–10 Other aspects of complex plasma
physics include also technological applications,11 astrophysical
problems12 and fusion related problems.13,14
Under typical conditions, particles in complex plasmas
acquire a high negative charge due to absorption of ions and
electrons. In this case, plasma near the particle is far from
thermodynamic equilibrium and, therefore, the screening process has to be described within the framework of the kinetic
theory rather than using the conventional Poisson-Boltzmann
approach. The problem is simplified when surrounding
plasma is assumed to be isotropic and collisionless. The first
assumption can be justified when the particles levitate in the
bulk of the plasma discharge (e.g., for complex plasmas
under microgravity conditions). The second assumption is
more restrictive, since it is justified only when the gas
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pressure is sufficiently low. However, it is often accepted as a
reasonable simplification in many studies.
For the case of isotropic collisionless plasma, the exact
potential distribution can be obtained by solving the nonlinear Poisson equation with the charge density derived from
the solution of the stationary Vlasov equation.15,16 Since the
nonlinear Poisson equation can be solved only numerically,
approximate expressions are usually applied to predict the
potential distribution with certain accuracy. The common
approach in this case is to use an analytical solution of the
linearized Poisson equation. The corresponding solution is
given by the sum of the Debye-H€uckel (DH) potential with
the linearized Debye length kD and the far-field asymptote
which is approximately proportional to r2, where r is the
distance from the particle center. The linearization is valid,
however, only for small values of the nonlinearity parameter17 b ¼ ða=kDi Þðjua j=kTe ÞðTe =Ti Þ, where a is the particle
size, kDi is the ion Debye length, ua is the particle potential,
and Ti;e are the temperatures of ions and electrons in plasma,
respectively. Note that in typical complex plasmas kDi  kD ,
since Te  Ti .
The linear theory becomes inapplicable at high values of
the nonlinearity parameter (b  10–100) due to strong ionparticle coupling. As it was shown in Refs. 18 and 19, for
this regime, the exact solution near the particle (r ⱗ kDi ) is
still well approximated by the DH potential if some effective
screening length ks > kD is used. In Ref. 19, the effective
screening length ks was also found to depend only on the parameter b. Simple approximations to the function ks(b) were
proposed in Refs. 19 and 20. It can be demonstrated, however (see Sec. II), that at intermediate distances (r ⱗ 10kDi )
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the DH potential with the constant effective screening
length ks gives a poor approximation to the exact solution.
Behavior of the potential in this range might have an influence on formation and properties of three dimensional particles structures usually studied in microgravity experiments
with complex plasmas. Therefore, it would be desirable to
find a more accurate approximation for the potential distribution in the entire range of distances.
In the present work, a new approximate expression for
the electric potential distribution around an absorbing particle in isotropic collisionless plasma is proposed. The underlying idea is based on the assumption that the effective
screening length in the DH potential is not fixed but depends
on the distance from the particle. The functional form of this
dependence is predicted from the analysis of the nonlinear
charge density distribution. The obtained model potential
contains two adjustable parameters which are calculated by
applying the procedure based on charge balance considerations. The adjustable parameters are shown to depend only
on the nonlinearity parameter b, and simple approximations
to the corresponding functions are suggested. It is shown that
the developed model potential is in excellent agreement with
the results obtained from the numerical solution of the nonlinear Poisson equation up to b  100. On the basis of the
proposed model, we also find an expression for the characteristic screening length which can be used to approximate the
potential distribution near the particle.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, the
screening theory based on the nonlinear Poisson equation is
used to find the exact potential distribution for typical laboratory conditions. In addition, the comparison of the exact solution with the existing model potentials is shown. In
Sec. III, a new approximate expression for the potential distribution is derived and the comparison with the exact solution is presented. The range of applicability of the proposed
model is discussed. Conclusions are summarized in Sec. IV.
II. NONLINEAR SCREENING THEORY

As it was mentioned in the Introduction, the exact potential distribution around an absorbing particle in isotropic collisionless plasma can be obtained using the nonlinear
Poisson equation with the charge density derived from the
solution of the Vlasov equation. The corresponding Poisson
equation was first presented in Ref. 15 and explained in
more details in Ref. 16. For clarity, we repeat this equation
in the present work.
Let us consider a spherical particle of radius a immersed
in isotropic plasma consisting of singly ionized ions, electrons, and neutral atoms. The influence of collisions between
plasma components on the charging and screening processes
is neglected. Far from the particle, the velocity distribution
functions of ions and electrons are assumed to be
Maxwellian with the number density n0 and temperatures Ti
and Te, respectively. It is also assumed that the particle is
charged due to surface absorption of ions and electrons.
Under these conditions, the normalized particle potential
ae ¼ eua =kTe is usually of the order of unity and can be
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well estimated using the orbital motion limited (OML)
theory.3,21
For isotropic plasma, the potential distribution around
the particle can be found by solving the Poisson equation
Du ¼ 4pe½ni ðr; uÞ  ne ðr; uÞ;

(1)

where D ¼ r2 @=@rðr2 @=@rÞ; e is the elementary charge, u
is the electric potential, and ni;e are the ion and electron number densities, respectively. To proceed further, we introduce
the following dimensionless variables:
x ¼ r=a;

se ¼ Te =Ti ;

ue ¼ e u=kTe ;

ui ¼ ue se :

Then, the ion number density can be written as a sum
ni ¼ n1 þ n2 ;

(2a)

where15,16
n1
¼
n0

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ui 1
þ erfcx ui ;
p 2

(2b)

and
n2
¼
n0

rﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
fi 1
pﬃﬃﬃ
þ erfcx
fi =g g; for fi  0;
p 2

(2c)

n2 1
pﬃﬃﬃ
¼ expðui Þ g; for fi < 0:
n0 2

(2d)

Here
g ¼ 1  x2 ;

fi ¼ ui  ae se x2 ;

and erfcxðnÞ ¼ expðn2 Þ ½1  erfðnÞ is the scaled complementary error function. The electron number density is given
by15,16,21
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ne =n0 ¼ ð1=2Þ expðue Þ½ 1 þ erfð fe Þ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃ
(3)
þ exp ðfe =gx2 Þerfcð fe =gÞ g ;
where fe ¼ ae  ue .
At large distances from the particle, where ui;e  1,
Eqs. (2a) and (3) can be linearized. The corresponding
Poisson equation is written as
Due ¼ k02 ð ue  x0 =x2 Þ;

(4)

where
x0 ¼ ð1 þ 2ae se Þ=4ð1 þ se Þ;
k0 ¼ k1
D and kD is the linearized Debye length given by
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kD ¼ kDi se =ð1 þ se Þ:
Here, kDi ¼ ð4pe2 n0 =kTi Þ1=2 is the ion Debye length.
Equation (4), along with the conditions
ue ¼ ae at r ¼ a;

ue ! 0 as r ! 1;

(5)

has an analytical solution, which can be written as
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u e ðr Þ ¼
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^a e
expðk0 yÞ þ we ðrÞ;
x

(6a)

where y ¼ r  a; ^
a e ¼ ae  we;r¼a and
we ðrÞ ¼ x0 ðak0 Þ2 F ðrk0 Þ:

(6b)

Here, F ðnÞ ¼ ½en EiðnÞ  en EiðnÞ=2n, where Ei(n) is the
exponential integral. One can see that the solution of the linearized Poisson equation is given by the sum of the DH
potential with the linearized Debye length kD and the farfield asymptote we. Note that, since F ðnÞ  n2 at n ! 1,
the potential we far from the particle tends to the power-law
asymptote known from the probe theory.3
The solution of the nonlinear Poisson equation (1) with
the conditions (5) can be obtained only numerically. To find
this solution, we consider Eq. (1) on the finite interval
a r rm with the following boundary conditions
ue ¼ ae

at

r ¼ a;

ue ¼ we

at

r ¼ rm ;

(7)

where rm is chosen to be sufficiently large (rm ⲏ 20kDi ). Note
that far from the particle, the exact solution tends to the
asymptote we, thus, the condition ue ¼ we seems to be a
reasonable choice at rm  kDi . The corresponding boundaryvalue problem is solved by means of the conventional shooting method. Namely, we first solve the Cauchy problem
for Eq. (1) with the initial conditions ue ¼ ae ; @ue =@r
¼ qe=kTe a2 , where q is the absolute value of the particle
charge. Then, the value of q is adjusted to satisfy the condition ue ¼ we at r ¼ rm. The Cauchy problem for Eq. (1) is
solved numerically by means of the fourth-order explicit
Runge-Kutta method.
The numerical results were obtained for typical experimental conditions. Namely, se was varied from 10 to 250,
and the particle size was varied in the range a ⱗ 0:1kDi . The
particle potential was calculated via the OML flux balance
equation3,21 assuming that the particle is immersed in neon
plasma (note, that neon is used in the forthcoming microgravity experiment PK-4 (Ref. 10)).
The potential distributions obtained from the solution of
the nonlinear Poisson equation (1) are presented in Fig. 1 for
different values of the nonlinearity parameter b ¼ ða=kDi Þae se .
In addition, we also show in Fig. 1 the solution of the linearized
Poisson equation (see Eq. (6a)) and the model potential
obtained using the results presented in Refs. 18 and 19. This
potential reads as
^a e
ue ðrÞ ¼ expð ks yÞ þ we ðrÞ;
x

(8)

and ks is the effective screening length. In
where ks ¼ k1
s
Refs. 18 and 19, the effective screening length was chosen in
such a way that the DH part of the potential (8) gives the
best possible approximation to the exact solution in the range
r ⱗ kD. It was also found in Ref. 19 that the effective screening length ks depends only on the parameter b. The corresponding dependence proposed in Ref. 19 is given by
pﬃﬃﬃ
(9)
ks =kDi ¼ 1 þ 0:2 b;

where b ⱗ 10. Another approximation to the function ks(b)
was proposed in Ref. 20 using the results of Ref. 18. This
approximation reads as
pﬃﬃﬃ
(10)
ks =kDi ¼ 1 þ 0:013 b þ 0:105 b;
where b ⱗ 100. It is worth noting that the results of Ref. 18
were obtained using a simplified model which assumes that
the distribution function of ions in undisturbed plasma is
monoenergetic. Thus, for moderate values of b it is more
reliable to use Eq. (9). From the other hand, Eq. (10) can be
used to estimate the screening length at high values of b.
One can observe from Fig. 1 that in the nearly linear regime (Fig. 1(a)) both the solution given by Eq. (6a) and the
model potential given by Eq. (8) provide a reasonable
approximation to the exact solution. However, as the nonlinearity parameter increases (Figs. 1(b)–1(d)), the approximations given by Eqs. (6a) and (8) become less accurate. The
deviations from the exact solution are especially noticeable
in the intermediate range of distances (r ⱗ 10kDi ). As it was
mentioned before, behavior of the potential in this range can
influence the properties of large three dimensional particles
structures studied in microgravity experiments with complex
plasmas. It would be desirable, therefore, to find a more
accurate approximation for the potential distribution in the
nonlinear regime.
III. NEW MODEL POTENTIAL

In this section, we present a new approximate expression
for the electric potential distribution around an absorbing
particle in isotropic collisionless plasma. In order to clarify
the underlying idea, we start with some preliminary
considerations.
A. Preliminary considerations

First, one can show that the solution of the nonlinear
Poisson equation (1) with the conditions (5) is rather well
approximated by the potential
ue ðrÞ ¼ ue ðrÞ þ we ðrÞ;

(11)

where ue is the solution of the nonlinear Poisson equation
with the conditions
ue ¼ ^a e

at

r ¼ a; ue ! 0

as r ! 1;

and the charge density en0 qðui Þ, where
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ui
qðui Þ ¼ 2
þ erfcx ui  expðui =se Þ:
p

(12)

(13)

The function given by Eq. (13) can be obtained from the following considerations. It is known that the main effect on
the screening process comes from the region near the maximum of the function ðni  ne Þr2 which usually occurs at
r  1  3kDi . Most of the space charge which screens the
particle resides in this region, where the following relations
are valid: x  1, g  1, and ui  ae se x2 , i.e., fi  ui . One
can conclude from Eqs. (2b) and (2c) that in this case the ion
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FIG. 1. The electric potential distribution around the particle for different values of the nonlinearity parameter: b ¼ 1, se ¼ 30, a  0.01kDi (a); b ¼ 10, se ¼ 100,
a  0.05kDi (b); b ¼ 50, se ¼ 200, a  0.1kDi (c); b ¼ 100, se ¼ 250, a  0.2kDi (d). The solid line shows the numerical solution of the nonlinear Poisson equation (1), the dashed line shows the model potential given by Eq. (8) and the dashed-dotted line shows the solution of the linearized Poisson equation given by
Eq. (6a). The screening length ks in Eq. (8) is given by Eq. (9) for the cases (a), (b) and by Eq. (10) for the cases (c), (d).

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
density can be approximately written as ni =n0 ¼ 2 ui =p
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
þerfcxð ui Þ. The same function can also be obtained from
the integration of the ion distribution function over the velocity space using the condition of positive ion energy.22 The
electron density distribution is usually well described by
the conventional Boltzmann factor. The exact distribution
(3) deviates from the Boltzmann law only near the particle
surface. The above considerations lead directly to the function (13).
The nonlinear Poisson equation with the normalized
charge density (13) and conditions (12) can be solved
numerically using the same procedure as was used for solving Eq. (1). The only difference is the boundary condition at
r ¼ rm. Note that the solution of the Poisson equation with
the linearized form of the charge density (13) is given by the
conventional DH potential (see the first term in Eq. (6a)).
Thus, far from the particle at r ¼ rm, one can use the boundary condition @u=@r ¼ u ðk0 þ rm1 Þ.23
In Fig. 2, we show the comparison between the solution
of Eq. (1) and the potential given by Eq. (11) for different
values of b. One can see that the presented potentials are in

excellent agreement. It means that if one finds an appropriate
approximation ue to the solution of the Poisson equation with
the charge density given by Eq. (13), then the approximation
to the solution of the original nonlinear Poisson equation (1)
can be simply given by the sum ue ¼ ue þ we . Therefore, we
proceed further with the analysis of the function (13).
The right hand side of the Poisson equation with the normalized charge density (13) can be written as
4pen0 qðui Þ ¼ kq2 u;
where
kq ðui ðrÞÞ ¼ k1
Di

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
qðui ðrÞÞ=ui ðrÞ:

(14)

The expression kq2 u is similar to the first term in the right
hand side of the linearized Poisson equation given by Eq. (4).
In this case, kq1 can be considered as an effective screening
length which is not constant but depends on the distance from
the particle. One can demonstrate that if the potential ui has a
DH form with some screening length ks, the dependence kq(r)
can be rather well approximated by the function
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region of interest, i.e., near the maximum of the charge distribution function. In order to illustrate this, we show in
Fig. 3(b) the function wq ¼ ðkq rÞ2 ui for b ¼ 10 with kq
given by Eq. (14) and Eq. (15). One can see from Fig. 3(b)
that the approximation (15) indeed works well in the region
near the maximum of the function wq. It is worth noting, in
addition, that for other values of ks the function (15) also
provides a good approximation to the dependence (14).
Taking into account the above remark, it can be surmised that the approximate expression for the solution of the
Poisson equation with the charge density (13) and conditions
(12) can be given by
ue ¼

FIG. 2. Comparison between the potential given by Eq. (11) (circles) and
the numerical solution of the nonlinear Poisson equation (1) (solid line). The
potential distributions are shown for different values of the nonlinearity parameter: b ¼ 1 (1), b ¼ 10 (2), b ¼ 50 (3), b ¼ 100 (4). The corresponding
values of se and a are the same as in Fig. 1.

kq  k þ ðk0  k Þtanhðc yÞ;

(15)

where k* and c* are positive adjustable parameters. This
approximation works well at least for high and moderate values of b. As an example, we show in Fig. 3(a) the comparison between the functions (14) and (15) for the case ks ¼ kD
for two different values of b. The parameters k* and c* have
been chosen to obtain the best possible fit to the function
(14). The corresponding values of these parameters are given
in the caption of Fig. 3. One can see from Fig. 3(a) that at
high values of b, the functions (14) and (15) coincide in the
entire range of distances. At lower values of b, the approximation (15) does not work so well in the vicinity of the particle, but it still provides a good approximation in the main

^a e
expðsð yÞÞ;
x

(16)

where s(y) is a screening factor depending on the distance
from the particle. Substituting the potential (16) into the
Poisson equation with the charge density (13), we obtain the
following residual
dðue Þ ¼ Due  ðkq ðui ÞÞ2 ue ;

(17)

where ui ¼ ue se and
Due ¼ ue ½ð@s=@yÞ2  @ 2 s=@y2 :
Neglecting the term @ 2s/@y2, we use the condition dðue Þ ¼ 0
to obtain the equation for s(y):
@s=@y ¼ kq :

(18)

If kq is approximated via the function (15), then Eq. (18) has
the following solution:
sðyÞ ¼ k y þ ðk0  k Þlnðcoshðc yÞÞ=c :

(19)

Note that for s(y) given by Eq. (19), we have

FIG. 3. The effective screening length (a) and charge distribution function (b) versus the distance from the particle. The effective screening length is presented
for b ¼ 10 (1) and b ¼ 100 (2). The charge distribution function is presented for b ¼ 10. The corresponding values of se and a are the same as in Fig. 1. The
solid lines show the results obtained using Eq. (14), where ui is the DH potential with the linearized Debye length kD. The circles show the results obtained
using Eq. (15) with k* ¼ 0.47 k0, c* ¼ 0.33 k0 for b ¼ 10, and k* ¼ 0.23 k0, c* ¼ 0.25 k0 for b ¼ 100.
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@ 2 s=@y2 ¼ c ðk0  k Þð1  tanhðc yÞ2 Þ:
It can be seen that the function @ 2s/@y2 decreases rapidly
with the distance and can be reasonably neglected in the residual (17) at least far from the particle. Therefore, the
assumption made to derive the function (19) is justified.
Using the function s(y), one can easily define the effective
screening length as k(y) ¼ y/s(y). The corresponding inverse
screening length k(y) ¼ k(y)1 is given by
kðyÞ ¼ k þ ðk0  k Þlnðcoshðc yÞÞ=ðc yÞ:

(20)

Note that lnðcoshðnÞÞ=n ! 0 as n ! 0, and, therefore,
k(y) ! k* as y ! 0. In the opposite limit, we have
lnðcoshðnÞÞ=n ! 1 as n ! 1 and k(y) ! k0 as y ! 1.
In summary, we propose to use the potential (11) with
ue given by Eq. (16) and the screening factor (19) as a new
approximate expression for the solution of the Poisson equation (1) with the boundary conditions (5).
B. Parameters of the model

Let us further discuss the procedure to find the adjustable parameters k* and c*. From the physical point of view, it
is convenient to consider these parameters in terms of their
influence on the charge distribution functions
w ¼ Dui r 2 ;

wq ¼ ðkq ðui Þ rÞ2 ui :

It is known that the charge distribution function usually has a
maximum at r  1  3kDi (e.g., see Fig. 3(b)). The parameters k* and c* influence both the location and value of this
maximum for the functions w and wq. In particular, the parameter k* mainly affects the relative distance between the
maximum points. Let rm(c*, k*) and rm,q(c*, k*) denote the
location of these points for the functions w and wq, respectively. Then, for given c*, the parameter k* can be found
using the following equation:
rm ðc ; k Þ ¼ rm;q ðc ; k Þ:

is defined by the derivative @ui =@r at r ¼ a. From the mathematical point of view, one can also say, that the parameter c*
is obtained using the weighted residual method. Namely,
Eq. (23) means that the residual given by Eq. (17) is minimized in an integral sense with the weight r2. Equations (21)
and (23) defining the parameters k* and c* are the nonlinear
equations, which can be solved numerically. In particular,
the simplest choice is to solve these equations by means of
the bisection method. The integral in Eq. (23) can also be
evaluated numerically using, for example, the composite
Simpson rule.
By employing the procedure described above, the parameters k* and c* were calculated for typical experimental
conditions (see Sec. II). The obtained results show that the
parameters k* and c* normalized to k0 can be represented
with good accuracy by the functions of the nonlinearity parameter b only. In fact, we present in Fig. 4 the dependence
of the ratios k*/k0 and c*/k0 on the parameter b. One can see
that the results obtained for different values of a and se follow closely the same universal curves. Our computations
showed that deviations from this universal behavior occur
only at moderate values of se, which are not frequent in complex plasma experiments. A possible fit to the results shown
in Fig. 4 is given by
pﬃﬃﬃ
(24a)
k =k0 ¼ ð 1 þ 0:65 b Þ1=2 ;
pﬃﬃﬃ 1=2
c =k0 ¼ 1:72 ð 1 þ 1:2 b Þ
:
(24b)
C. Results and discussions

Let us compare the proposed model potential with the solution of the nonlinear Poisson equation. In Fig. 5, we show
the comparison between the solution of the equation (1) and
the model potential (11), where ue is given by Eq. (16) with
the screening factor (19) and the parameters k* and c* are

(21)

To be precise, one also has to define the interval where k*
must lie. The obvious choice for the upper bound of k* is k0.
The lower bound ka can be found using the condition w ¼ wq
at r ¼ a. It leads to the quadratic equation
ka2  c ðk0  ka Þ ¼ ðkq ð^a e se ÞÞ2 :

(22)

One can see that this equation always has a real positive root.
If Eq. (21) does not have a solution for k* 2 [ka, k0], one can
simply take k* ¼ ka. Our calculations showed that the choice
k* ¼ ka usually works well at high values of b. However, for
small and moderate values of b, the better approximation is
achieved when k* is given by the solution of Eq. (21).
Using the function k*(c*), one can find the parameter c*
from the condition
ð1
ðw  wq Þ dr ¼ 0:
(23)
a

Equation (23) simply represents the fact that the total charge
of the screening cloud is equal to the particle charge, which

FIG. 4. The dependence of the ratios k*/k0 and c*/k0 on the nonlinearity parameter b. The circles show the results obtained for different values of a and
se using the procedure described in Sec. III B. The solid lines show the fit
given by Eqs. (24a) and (24b).
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FIG. 5. Comparison between the model potential proposed in Sec. III A
(circles) and the numerical solution of the nonlinear Poisson equation (1)
(solid lines). The potential distributions are shown for different values of the
nonlinearity parameter: b ¼ 1 (1), b ¼ 10 (2), b ¼ 50 (3), b ¼ 100 (4). The
corresponding values of se and a are the same as in Fig. 1.

given by Eqs. (24a) and (24b). The results are presented for
different values of the nonlinearity parameter b. One can see
that the proposed model potential is in excellent agreement
with the exact solution up to b  100. Other comparisons (not
shown in Fig. 5) also confirmed that the proposed model
potential can be reliably used to approximate the potential
distribution with good accuracy for typical experimental
conditions.
It should be noted, in addition, that using the potential
(16), one can also obtain a simple approximation to the exact
potential distribution at small distances from the particle
(r  1  2kDi ). Namely, evaluating the inverse screening
length given by Eq. (20) at ys ¼ k01 , one obtain
c ÞÞ=^
c ;
ks ¼ k0 ½k^ þ ð1  k^ Þlnðcoshð^
where ks ¼ k(ys) and k^ ¼ k =k0 ; c^ ¼ c =k0 . Note that the
ratio ks/k0 depends only on the parameter b, that follows
from Eqs. (24a) and (24b). It can be shown that this dependence is rather well approximated by the following function:
pﬃﬃﬃ
ks =k0 ¼ ð 1 þ 0:48 b Þ1=2 :
The corresponding screening length is then given by
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ks =kD ¼ 1 þ 0:48 b:

(25)

One can expect that the DH potential with the effective
screening length (25) can provide a good approximation to
the exact potential distribution at small distances from the
particle (r ⱗ kDi ).
It can be seen that Eq. (25) differs from the analogous
dependencies given by Eqs. (9) and (10). We show the comparison between these dependencies in Fig. 6. Note that for
clarity we used kD instead of kDi in Eqs. (9) and (10) to make
the comparison with Eq. (25). One can see from Fig. 6 that
the dependence (25) is rather close to the dependence (9) at

FIG. 6. The normalized effective screening length as a function of the nonlinearity parameter. The solid line shows the dependence given by Eq. (25),
the dashed line shows the dependence given by Eq. (9) and the dasheddotted line shows the dependence given by Eq. (10).

small vales of b. It is obvious, since for b  1 the dependence (25) can be p
approximated
by the linearized expression
ﬃﬃﬃ
ks =kD  1 þ 0:24 b, which is indeed very similar to the dependence (9). However, at high values of b, the dependence
(25) scales as b1=4 rather than b1/2. One can also see that the
dependence (10) differs from the dependencies (9) and (25)
both in the linear and nonlinear regimes. It can be explained
by the fact that the function (10) was derived using the
results of Ref. 18 obtained on the basis of a simplified model
(see comment after Eq. (10) in Sec. II).
It is interesting to note that the scaling of the dependence (25) in the nonlinear regime can be qualitatively
explained as follows. When the ion-particle coupling is sufficiently strong, the charge density near the particle is approxipﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
mately proportional to ui . For example, using the function
(13), one can write the following model equation for the
potential near the particle
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(26a)
Dui ¼ 2 ui =p;
where r is normalized to kDi. Introducing the screening factor
us as ue ¼ ae us =x, we obtain from Eq. (26a)
@ 2 us
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
¼ 2 ðpbÞ1=2 us r:
@r 2

(26b)

If we consider Eq. (26b)
pﬃﬃ at r  1 (i.e., in the region near kDi)
and neglect the factor r, we obtain the following solution:22
us ¼ ð1  k~s ðr  1ÞÞ4 ;

(26c)

where k~s ¼ ð36 pbÞ1=4 . Here, the parameter k~s can be interpreted as an inverse screening length. Therefore, in this case, the
screening length scales as b1=4. This would be a possible qualitative explanation of the dependence (25) at high values of b.
The comparison between the exact solution and the
DH potential with the effective screening lengths given by
Eqs. (9), (10), and (25) is presented in Fig. 7 for two different values of the nonlinearity parameter. For comparison,
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FIG. 7. The electric potential distribution near the particle for two different values of the nonlinearity parameter: b ¼ 10 (a) and b ¼ 100 (b). The corresponding
values of se and a are the same as in Fig. 1. The solid line shows the numerical solution of the nonlinear Poisson equation (1), the circles show the DH potential
with the screening length given by Eq. (25), the dashed line shows the DH potential with the screening length given by Eq. (9), the dashed-dotted line shows
the DH potential with the screening length given by Eq. (10) and the dotted line shows the DH potential with the linearized Debye length kD.

we also show the DH potential with the linearized Debye
length. One can see from Fig. 7 that the DH potential with
fixed effective screening length does provide a good approximation to the exact solution at relatively small distances
from the particle (r  1 – 2kDi). For moderate values of b
(Fig. 7(a)), the approximations obtained using Eqs. (9), (10),
and (25) are all close to the exact potential distribution.
However, at high values of b (Fig. 7(b)), the DH potential
with the screening length (25) provides slightly better
approximation to the exact solution than those obtained
using Eqs. (9) and (10). One can conclude, therefore, that
Eq. (25) gives a more accurate expression for the effective
screening length than the expressions (9) and (10).
Finally, let us discuss the conditions of applicability of
the model potential described in Secs. III A and III B.
Generally speaking, these conditions are given by a  kDi
and Te  Ti. The first condition allows one to neglect the
influence of the far-field asymptote (6b) on the potential distribution in the region of interest (r ⱗ 10kDi). In this case,
the model potential can be written in the form (11).
Moreover, the condition a  kDi allows one to use the OML
flux balance equation for calculating the particle surface
potential. Our results showed that a reasonable limitation on
the particle size is a ⱗ 0.2kDi. Note that this condition is satisfied in most experiments with complex plasmas. The condition Te  Ti is related to the applicability of the expressions
(24a) and (24b) for the parameters of the model. Our computations showed that the universal dependence on b described
by Eqs. (24a) and (24b) is valid for Te /Ti ⲏ 10. This condition is also satisfied in most experiments, since typical values
of the electron-to-ion temperature ratio in gas discharges are
Te /Ti  100. It should be noted that for smaller values of
Te/Ti the parameters of the model potential can still be
obtained using the procedure described in Sec. III B. Thus,
the proposed model potential can also be used, for example,
to approximate the potential distribution around the particles
in thermal plasmas.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, we propose a new approximate expression for the electric potential around an absorbing particle in
isotropic collisionless plasma. The model potential is given
by the sum of the Debye-H€uckel potential with an effective
screening length and the far-field asymptote obtained from
the solution of the linearized Poisson equation. In contrast to
the existing models,18,19 the effective screening length is not
fixed but depends on the distance from the particle. The
expression for the effective screening length contains two
adjustable parameters which are obtained using the procedure based on charge balance considerations. For typical
conditions used in the experiments with complex plasmas,
the parameters of the model are shown to depend only on the
nonlinearity parameter b. Simple approximations to the corresponding dependencies are suggested.
The proposed model potential is compared with the exact
potential distribution obtained by solving the nonlinear
Poisson equation with charge density derived from the solution
of the Vlasov equation. The comparison shows excellent
agreement between the model potential and the exact solution
in the entire range of distances from the particle for the nonlinearity parameter varied in the range b ⱗ 100. The conditions
of applicability of the model are estimated as a ⱗ 0.2kDi and
Te /Ti ⲏ 10. Therefore, the proposed model potential can be
reliably used to approximate the potential distribution with
good accuracy for typical experimental conditions.
In addition, we show that the Debye-H€uckel potential
with the characteristic screening length estimated using the
proposed model provides a good approximation to the exact
potential distribution at relatively small distances from the
particle (r  kDi). In this case, the effective screening length
also depends only on the parameter b. The corresponding dependence is shown to be more accurate than the analogous
dependencies proposed previously.19,20
The results obtained in this work can be useful for
understanding various experimental observations in complex
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plasmas. In particular, they can be important for understanding the properties of three dimensional particle structures
studied in microgravity experiments.
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